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Abstract
In the context of the discussion on an amendment of the Federal Hunting Act, the Federal Institute for Risk Assessment 
(BfR) in Germany has dealt with scientific principles that enable an assessment of the introduction of bullet fragments into 
game meat. Until now, neither standardized terms nor definitions nor standardized procedures for quantifying the effects of 
the introduction of corpuscular bullet fragments were available for a health assessment. With the participation of interna-
tional experts, a concept was developed that could be used to test hunting rifle bullets regarding their effectiveness potential 
[The term effectiveness potential (in German: Wirkpotenzial) describes more than the term “effectiveness” (in German: 
Wirksamkeit)] and entry of bullet fragments into game or game meat. The term “killing effect” newly introduced into the 
discussion in the context of the efforts to amend the Federal Hunting Act was not supported by the experts, since “killing“ 
cannot be simulated and standardized. Other basic terms and definitions were formulated and/or interpreted. A distinction 
must be made between the effect of a bullet on biological tissue, the (optimal) effect of the bullet when shot in a manner 
appropriate for hunting, the impact on the hunted game when hit in a suitable location and the effect of the bullet, described 
as physical effectiveness potential. In principle, the following applies: The effectiveness potential of a bullet can be simulated 
and thus evaluated in test simulants/test media. Therefore, it is possible to describe hunting rifle bullets based on qualitative 
and quantitative parameters as well as concerning their physicochemical properties. Their effectiveness potential in game 
meat can thus be adequately assessed, both by the hunter and with a view to the scientific issues related to consumer health 
protection strategies for minimizing bullet fragments in game meat. Essential parameters required for a test procedure have 
been compiled in a product profile for hunting rifle bullets used to kill food-producing game species.
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1  Background

The intentional, deliberate use or entry of substances into 
feed or food along the food chain takes place with different 
purposes. Some examples are the use of plant protection 
products, veterinary drugs, or food or feed additives. In 
order to enable the application or use of substances, a large 
number of these substances undergo authorization pro-
cedures. One of the main objectives of these procedures 
is to ensure the safety of the substances for the user, the 
consumer, and the animal by means of prescribed, stand-
ardized test procedures and to verify the efficacy of the 
use or discharge. Standardized analytical methods usually 
allow the detection of the substances or their residues in 
or on the food. European or worldwide approved test or 
analysis procedures ensure the reproducibility and scien-
tific acceptance of the test results.

In hunting practice with hunting rifle bullets, animals 
are killed by a deliberate entry of bullets. In this context, 
practical hunting practice always aims to kill wild ani-
mals by surprise through a well-aimed shot while avoiding 
pain (Schaller 2020). Depending on the ammunition used 
in hunting and the respective impact, deformation, and 
disintegration behavior of the bullets, residues of varying 
amounts may remain in the game meat. Thus, in addition 
to the question of effectiveness—a reliable kill—there 
is also the question of the safety of the foodstuff “game 
meat” as a result of consumption.

In the course of discussions on an amendment to the 
Federal Hunting Act, the BfR is involved in the devel-
opment of procedures to demonstrate the minimization 
of lead input from hunting rifle bullets into the foodstuff 
“game meat”. According to a draft of the amendment to 
the Federal Hunting Act, the following changes, among 
others, are to be introduced or the following objective is 
to be considered (Bundesrat 2020):

– Ensuring that the ammunition used for hunting has a 
fast and sufficient killing effect,

– Minimizing the release of lead from rifle ammunition 
to the game body.

2  Implementation and objectives 
of technical discussions

On the initiative of the BfR, national and international 
scientists from federal and state authorities, universities, 
research institutions and experts from associations held a 
series of expert discussions on the definition and interpre-
tation of key terms introduced during the discussions on 
the amendment of the Federal Hunting Act and also drew 
up corresponding guidelines describing test procedures for 
testing the effectiveness of hunting rifle bullets. The aim 
of the expert discussions was to develop knowledge-based 
transparent procedures in order to achieve reproducibil-
ity in the test procedures and to provide the hunter with 
appropriate information for the choice of ammunition.

3  Conclusion of the technical discussions

In order to make the effectiveness potential of bullets “meas-
urable” and, if necessary, “reproducible”, qualitative and 
quantitative parameters must be defined. For evaluation, it 
must be possible to simulate and reproduce these parameters 
in “test simulants/test media”. The core statements agreed 
upon by the expert panel were summarized and recorded as 
a respective “conclusion”:

Conclusion I: Killing cannot be simulated.
Conclusion II: The effectiveness potential of bullets can 

be described on the basis of parameters.
Conclusion III: The effectiveness potential of a bullet 

can be simulated in test simulants/test media, mapped, and 
evaluated.

Conclusion IV: The expert panel proposes to refer to test 
simulant/test medium as “tissue simulant” in the future.

3.1  Facts/derivations

The expert panel confirmed the fundamental importance of 
terminology and definitions for the development of scien-
tifically based criteria as a basis for decision-making in the 
discussions within the framework of an amendment to the 
Federal Hunting Act.

The term “killing” is defined and interpreted differently

– in the legal framework,
– in the hunting community,
– in science (e.g., with regard to animal welfare).

For this reason, the expert panel initially identified terms 
that are largely based on formulations in relevant legal texts:
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• Killing
• Animal welfare killing
• Killing in accordance with animal welfare standards
• Ethical hunting (Weidgerechtigkeit)
• Ethical hunting according to the rules of the game
• Ethical hunting shot (weidgerechter Schuss).

In the Federal Hunting Act (BJagdG) it is stipulated in 
paragraph 1 (3) that “in the practice of hunting, the generally 
recognized principles of German Weidgerechtigkeit are to 
be observed”. In this context, it remains open what is meant 
by the term “German Weidgerechtigkeit”? In the draft law 
of the state government of Baden-Württemberg from 2014 
for the introduction of a hunting and wildlife management 
law, “Waidgerechtigkeit” is defined as the good professional 
practice of hunting practice and it is stated in a general way 
that a hunting practice is only ethical if it complies with all 
legal requirements as well as all generally recognized, writ-
ten or unwritten regulations and social norms on the practice 
of hunting, especially with regard to animal welfare, animal 
health, the protection of natural resources, conduct towards 
other holders of hunting rights, persons authorized to hunt 
and the general public, as well as with regard to hunting 
ethics.

In 2015, as part of the development of a draft Technical 
Guideline for Hunting Bullets, Kneubuehl (2015) introduced 
the term “Ethical hunting shot”, which he defined as follows: 
“An ethical hunting shot strikes the carcass in the area that 
is most certain to cause immediate death.”

In an answer of the Federal Government to a small ques-
tion on the subject of “lead-free hunting ammunition”, the 
term “killing in accordance with animal welfare and hunt-
ing” is introduced (Deutscher Bundestag 2013): “Killing in 
accordance with animal welfare is given when the animal 
has to suffer as little as possible after being shot and dies as 
quickly as possible.”

The German Hunting Association (DJV 2021) comments 
on the term “ethical hunting (Weidgerechtigkeit)” as follows:

“In hunting, the general principle of animal protection 
law also applies, that animals are to be spared avoid-
able torment. Nothing else says also the principle of 
ethical hunting. Killing animals in the context of ethi-
cal hunting is recognized in animal protection law as 
a reasonable reason for killing an animal.”

The concept of ethical hunting practice is to be seen 
legally in a close connection with the concept of “killing”, 
as stated in the Animal Protection Act with regard to hunting 
in paragraphs 4 and 4a:

§ 4
(1) A vertebrate animal may only be killed under effec-

tive analgesia (anesthesia) in a state of unconsciousness and 
insensibility or otherwise, as far as reasonable under the 

given circumstances, only under avoidance of pain. If the 
killing of a vertebrate animal without stunning is permis-
sible within the scope of hunting in accordance with the law 
on hunting or on the basis of other legal provisions, or if it 
is carried out within the scope of permissible pest control 
measures, the killing may only be carried out if this does not 
cause more than unavoidable pain. Only those who have the 
necessary knowledge and skills may kill a vertebrate animal.

(2) For the slaughter of a warm-blooded animal applies 
§ 4a.

§ 4a
(1) A warm-blooded animal may be slaughtered only if it 

has been stunned for the purpose of slaughter before blood 
withdrawal begins.

The majority of the participants in the expert discussions 
at the BfR were of the opinion that the term “killing effect” 
introduced by the responsible ministry (Federal Ministry of 
Food and Agriculture, BMEL) in the course of the discus-
sions on an amendment to the Federal Hunting Act should be 
regarded as a so-called “placeholder” in terms of its meaning 
and has a strong connotation relevant to animal protection. 
According to Bundesrat (2020), the following is stated in 
this regard in the explanatory memorandum to the amend-
ment of Article 1 number 6 letter a double letter aa (§ 19 
paragraph 1 number 2 letter a and b (BJagdG):

"From  protection, it is necessary that the ammunition 
used for hunting has a certain impact energy to ensure 
a fast and sufficient killing effect."
“In particular, because there are no data on the reliable 
killing effect [...], from the point of view of animal 
protection, there is a need to define an impact energy 
for ammunition, which must not fall below.”

3.2  Explanations

3.2.1  Regarding conclusion I: Killing cannot be simulated

In the course of the discussions at the expert meeting, it 
became clear that the term “killing effect of a bullet” cannot 
be defined on the basis of the current state of knowledge. 
The question of how to prove the killing effect of a bullet or 
how to simulate the killing effect in a medium was answered 
unanimously by the experts to the effect that this cannot be 
simulated.

3.2.2  Regarding conclusion II: The effectiveness potential 
of bullets can be described using parameters

The effectiveness potential of bullets
Data on the effect of bullets determined by the shooting 

of test simulants/test media cannot be directly transferred to 
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the animal. What can be measured are physical parameters 
on the test simulant/medium and on the bullets, from which 
an effect potential can be derived. For the expert panel, this 
raised the question of what the effect of bullets is and how 
the effect of bullets can be described. Four essential indica-
tors were ultimately formed in this context from different 
technical perspectives:

• Effect of the bullet on the biological tissue,
• Optimum effect of the bullet with an ethical hunting shot,
• Effect of the bullet on the hunted game with suitable 

point of impact,
• Physical effectiveness potential.

The experts underpinned the respective indicators with 
the following explanations:

Effect of the bullet on the biological tissue
The effect of a bullet includes those reactions that are 

produced by a hit on the game.
The reactions are dependent on/of the:

• Physical condition (game type/age class/body type/con-
stitution),

• State of arousal (standing/drawing/pushing),
• Point of impact and course of the shot channel in the 

game body,
• Effectiveness potential of the hunting bullet,
• Destruction of biological tissue.

The aim of hunting is the killing of the game, which is 
accompanied by the loss of the game's ability to perceive and 
feel. Biologically, this is the targeted mechanical destruction 
of the tissue at a suitable location of the game body and to 
a suitable extent.

Optimum effect of the bullet with an ethical hunting 
shot

The optimum effect of the bullet is to be achieved by 
means of an ethical hunting shot using suitable bullets.1

For explanation, reference is made to a slightly modified 
definition by Kneubuehl (2015):

“An ethical hunting shot hits the game body in the area 
that leads directly to death with the greatest possible 
certainty.”

Effect of the bullet on the hunted game with suitable 
point of impact

The effect of the bullet is largely determined by the 
point of impact (internal parameters: entry/exit, diameter 
and maximum cross-sectional area of the wound, direction/
angle).

Physical effectiveness potential
The physical effectiveness potential comprises the physi-

cal and design properties of the bullet. It can be determined 
after firing at a test simulant/medium.

What can be observed after firing is the result of a physi-
cal energy transfer to the test simulant/medium. “Measur-
able” is the effectiveness potential of bullets when the effec-
tiveness potential can be adequately described by specific 
parameters. In summary, the effectiveness potential is the 
ability of a bullet to perform a certain amount of deforma-
tion work (tissue destruction) in the game body or the test 
simulant/medium.

As the expert panel defined in more detail, the effective-
ness potential of a bullet depends on/of:

• The energy of the bullet before the target (included are: 
bullet mass and bullet velocity before the target),

• Energy conversion in the target (included are: deforma-
tion readiness of the bullet, type of change in cross-sec-
tional loading, fragmentation, qualitative and quantitative 
characteristics of the basic geometry of the cavern),

• The exit energy as a function of the process (included are: 
bullet residual mass and bullet velocity after the target).

  Proof of the effectiveness potential is provided by 
determining characteristic data and measurable param-
eters of the cavity in a ballistic test simulant/test medium:

• Indication of the type of test medium,
• Parameters of the cavity (measurable).2
  Measurable are:
• Cavity length,
• Maximum expansion of the cavity,
• Location of the maximum extension,
• Penetration depth of the bullet,
• Volume of the cavity in the test medium soap

From the characteristic data and parameters of the cavity 
the following can be derived/ determined by calculation or 
measurement:

• Volume of the cavity—e.g., calculated via image evalu-
ation for the test medium soap,

• Volume of the temporary cavity—e.g., via image evalu-
ation in the test medium gelatin,

1 In order to trigger a kill, based on the minimum impact energy, a 
certain minimum work must be performed at a certain depth of the 
game. The reference to the choice of “suitable bullets” has also been 
included in order to include the aspect of the lowest possible game 
board evaluation.

2 In the future, the cavity might also have to be defined by a mini-
mum diameter. At present, there are no sufficient results available.
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• Crack surfaces of the cavity in the test medium gelatin 
(segmented),

• Crack lengths in the test medium gelatin (segmented).

From the parameters of the cavity, it may be possible in 
the future to derive the energy output per path.

3.2.3  Regarding conclusion III: The effectiveness potential 
of a bullet can be simulated and evaluated in test 
simulants/test media

The term “effectiveness potential of bullets” alone does not 
carry the day but must be further defined in terms of its 
specific physical property by quantitative and qualitative 
parameters.

3.2.4  Regarding conclusion IV: The expert panel proposes 
to refer to test simulant/test medium as tissue 
simulant in the future

The mechanical destruction and strain of a test simulant/test 
medium can be simulated and also measured by means of a 
suitable test setup. Mechanical destruction (overstretching, 
context separation) includes both the material struck and 
the surrounding material of the test simulant/test medium.

Based on the terms “simulant”/“medium” frequently used 
in the literature on forensic investigations or publications 
on bullet behavior, the expert panel discussed, among other 
things, the question of which term should be given priority: 
“simulant” or “medium”? Kneubuehl et al. (2008) stated in 
their standard work “Wound Ballistics”:

“Simulants are […] materials that exhibit similar behavior 
to bullets (e.g., elasticity, energy transfer capability, resist-
ance, etc.) as body tissues when fired upon. They are used 
for experimental modeling of the physical-ballistic aspect 
of wound ballistics.

The material must have (approximately) the same density 
ρ. For example, soap and gelatin have very similar densities 
to muscle (ρ = 1.06 g/cm3)…”.

The experts in the technical discussions at BfR concluded 
that simulants are substitute media that resemble human or 
animal tissue in their density and viscosity and are there-
fore used as a substitute for clarifying ballistic questions, for 
example in forensics or for ballistic tests. The destruction 
and elongation in the medium are shown as representative of 
the effects in the tissue. These effects are a consequence of 
energy dissipation, which are tolerated in different ways by 
different types of tissue and for which limits can be set. Since 
the term “medium” is also used in the relevant literature, the 
panel recommended that the term be distinguished from terms 
such as “water”, “soil”, “air” and agreed to use the terms “test 
simulant”/“test medium” instead of “simulant”/“medium”.

Furthermore, the experts refer to the fact that different 
tissues cannot be simulated using one test simulant/one test 
medium. Therefore, they recommend limiting themselves 
to one test simulant/one test medium as a “tissue simulant”.

4  Regarding attachments

4.1  Definition and terminology

In the following, reference is made to Annex 1, where further 
definitions and terminology are explained in more detail.

4.2  Development of a product profile

The starting point for the development of a product speci-
fication were discussions in connection with the plans for 
the amendment of the Federal Hunting Act, in which, in 
addition to the requirement for a fast and sufficient kill-
ing effect of the ammunition/bullets used for hunting, a 
minimization of the release of lead from rifle ammuni-
tion to the game body was to be stipulated as a goal for 
the first time. Against this background, a proposal for the 
development of a product specification for hunting bullets 
has been drawn up as a result of the technical discussions 
with the experts.

The aim of the development of a product profile is to be 
able to evaluate in the future a hunting bullet used to kill 
food-producing game species in terms of its physicochemi-
cal properties and fragmentation.

This draft product specification for shooting food-produc-
ing game species (Annex 2) provides the basis and a possible 
framework for testing bullet characteristics.

This tabular product specification for hunting rifle bul-
lets for killing food-producing game species is divided into:

1. General information on the bullet,
2. Physical datasheet of the test method,
3. Chemical profile of the test method.

A product profile is supplemented by five attachments, 
which specify the requirements for test methods or refer 
to special process instructions. These can be adapted to 
the respective state of the art or initially require targeted 
research activities. In particular, this concerns the qualitative 
and quantitative detection of bullet fragments as well as the 
minimization approach with regard to food safety. (Annex 5: 
Fragmentation testing). Initial questions are currently being 
investigated at BfR within the framework of dissertation 
projects. This work is complemented by research projects 
with experts from the federal agencies participating in the 
technical discussions and representatives from universities. 
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Specific information on fragmentation classes was added 
following a member survey conducted by the Association 
of Manufacturers of Hunting, Sporting and Ammunition 
Weapons (JSM) and Fachverband Groß- und Außenhandel 
mit Jagd und Sportwaffen e.V.

With the help of this product profile, it is possible to 
determine the minimum impact energy or maximum applica-
tion range for a kill that is appropriate for animal protection, 
depending on the game class and bullet, and to define stages 
for a gradual minimization of the introduction of metal par-
ticles into the game.

The expert panel recommends that the authorities store 
the product profiles in a publicly accessible database to ena-
ble accessibility and to ensure clarity. The extent to which 
supplementary annexes are added individually or as a whole 
is left to a decision elsewhere.

The information on the bullets listed in the product profile 
was considered by the expert panel to be sufficient to also 
answer questions from reloaders and to develop labeling pro-
posals for the packaging of hunting rifle bullets/ammunition. 
In the opinion of the participants in the expert discussions at 
the BfR, such aspects are to be worked out by the economic 
operators and the associations.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s00003- 022- 01384-y.
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